Letting the Past Be the Past
By Leigh Buchanan
For most of my life I believed myself uniquely free of racism. Like most incredible
superpowers, this color-blindness came with an origin story.
I grew up in Washington D.C., in the 1960s, not far from Embassy Row. In
elementary school I had two good friends with fathers high up in ambassadorial
staffs: one from Nigeria and one from Ghana. Their homes were gorgeous: the walls
bedecked with vibrant paintings from their native countries. Even at home on
weekday afternoons their mothers wore long silky dresses with bold prints.
My best friend, Diane, also was Black, the daughter of a corporate lawyer. We lived
in the same building; but her apartment was much larger than ours and boasted the
very best and biggest of every consumer electronic product then known to man. The
families of all three friends employed maids.
In comparison my home and the homes of most of my white friends were drab,
messy. To my embarrassment, my mother sometimes collected me from play dates
wearing a housedress. Tremendous poverty existed (still exists) in Washington—
particularly in some neighborhoods around the Capitol. But whether through
chance or my parents’ design I never saw it.
The message I internalized: Black people are wealthier and more respected within
the wider society than are white people. It wasn’t until sixth grade when I sat with
my visiting grandmother watching “All in the Family” that I understood most of the
country believed the opposite.
The impressions formed in childhood are powerful. Until recently I’ve claimed my
anomalous early experiences immunized me against racism. I thought I’d make a
great case study. If only the sociologists could get a load of me!
In the last five years, as I’ve learned more about unintentional racism, that
smugness has unraveled. In my relations with Black friends and associates I now
recognize a tendency to patronize and make assumptions. I give myself more mental
backslaps for great conversations with Black acquaintances than for similar
exchanges with white ones. (I’m an introvert and so consider it a win whenever I
talk to anyone I don’t know well.) I was secretly relieved when my husband urged
me to curtail early morning jogs that took me to poor Black neighborhoods in North
Philly. Clearly, growing up in a looking glass version of America’s racial divide was
no match for five decades’ exposure to the ugly reality.
I’m embarrassed now that I once claimed to be exempt from bias. I don’t know
whether I ever fully believed in my own exceptionalism; but I’m pretty sure the folks
to whom I told my story didn’t. That misguided conviction excused me for years

from doing the hard work encouraged by Ethical Humanists. With each new
headline and study the country has learned more about racism’s myriad
manifestations and pernicious effects. Meanwhile I’ve acted like an AP student who
placed out of that class.
That background likely explains my empathy with the PES members who responded
critically to a survey recently conducted by the Ending Racism Task Force. (I edited
a report about the results, which will be released to the entire congregation soon.)
Members are united in criticizing pervasive and systemic racism in Greater
Philadelphia. But when asked about their personal implicit biases and about racism
within the congregation, a minority downplayed their existence and expressed
discomfort with the suggestion that discomfort is warranted.
Most members acknowledged their struggles and committed to improvement. But
others felt bombarded by anti-racism messaging and resented the implication that
they might be guilty of white privilege. While the majority reported growing
awareness of their own inherent bias, some described themselves as color blind and
guiltless in the perpetuation of racism.
To advance the conversation with those members—and throughout the
congregation--the ERTF proposes adopting a more thoughtful use of language and
sensitive but frank dialogue. As someone still recovering from the bruises incurred
by falling off my own pedestal, I appreciate that consideration. And I hope that
frankness takes higher priority. I don’t expect it to be fun: candid self-reflection
rarely is. On the bright side, it is almost always interesting.
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